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Abstract—Data checkpointing is an important fault tolerance
technique in High Performance Computing (HPC) systems. As
the HPC systems move towards exascale, the storage space and
time costs of checkpointing threaten to overwhelm not only
the simulation but also the post-simulation data analysis. One
common practice to address this problem is to apply compression
algorithms to reduce the data size. However, traditional lossless
compression techniques that look for repeated patterns are
ineffective for scientific data in which high-precision data is used
and hence common patterns are rare to find. This paper exploits
the fact that in many scientific applications, the relative changes
in data values from one simulation iteration to the next are not
very significantly different from each other. Thus, capturing the
distribution of relative changes in data instead of storing the data
itself allows us to incorporate the temporal dimension of the data
and learn the evolving distribution of the changes. We show that
an order of magnitude data reduction becomes achievable within
guaranteed user-defined error bounds for each data point.

checkpointing are unlikely to satisfy the constraints posed by
such a large system. Some rethinking is required that considers
the problem top-down and within multiple constraints.
A simulation calculates values on points (nodes, particles,
etc.) in a discretized space based on mathematical models and
proceeds along the temporal dimension. One can think of this
as the system transitioning from one state to the next. There
are data values (variable values) in each state and there is a
transition (call it change) from one state to the next. A typical
checkpoint attempts to store a state regardless of transition or
change. For argument sake, let’s assume that only one point’s
value changes from one time-step to the next out of a hundred
million points. Traditional techniques would still store 100
million points for both time steps regardless of this fact. What
if we stored the change or relative change? In this case, one
needs to only note the fact that one point changed and one can
rebuild the next state based on this fact. Of course, the previous
example is trivial. The following questions arise. (1) How do
we calculate change at scale? (2) How do we represent change
at scale so that the representation reduces the data size to be
stored by an order of magnitude or more, thereby addressing
the I/O problem and storage size problem? (3) How do we
learn the patterns of change? (4) How do we perform the above
tasks while minimizing data movement (more computations
locally for learning patterns of change)? (5) How do we
bound any errors from approximations? And, (6) How do we
engineer scalable software for storing, replaying, and restarting
simulations?

We propose NUMARCK, Northwestern University Machine
learning Algorithm for Resiliency and ChecKpointing, that makes
use of the emerging distributions of data changes between consecutive simulation iterations and encodes them into an indexing
space that can be concisely represented. We evaluate NUMARCK
using two production scientific simulations, FLASH and CMIP5,
and demonstrate a superior performance in terms of compression
ratio and compression accuracy. More importantly, our algorithm
allows users to specify the maximum tolerable error on a per point
basis, while compressing the data by an order of magnitude.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The challenges of extreme scale computing systems [24],
[9] exist across multiple dimensions including architecture,
energy constraints, memory scaling, limited I/O, scalability
of software and applications. It is clear that the larger the
simulations using extreme-scale systems, (1) the greater the
need for effective resiliency, (2) at a faster pace, and (3) within
the constrains of limited (relatively) storage space, deeper
and more complex memory hierarchies, minimization of data
movement (particularly external to the systems) due to energy,
I/O and other constraints. The traditional models of storing raw
and uncompressed data as checkpoints will frequently become
cost prohibitive. On the other hand, it will remain necessary
to be able to store the states of simulations for resiliency and
restart purposes. Lossy compression [7], [10], on the other
hand, can help somewhat in reducing data size, but the error
rates are not easy to bound, and in large scale simulations
significant deviation from values can impact the outcome of
the simulation. Thus brute-force solutions that don’t consider
multiple dimensions of the problem to scale resilience via
978-1-4799-5500-8/14 $31.00 © 2014 IEEE
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What if we could guarantee point-wise error bounds at
levels never imagined before, defined by a user as a design
goal, while reducing the space to store data by an order of
magnitude or more, while performing lot of the computations
locally (to reduce data movement) and taking advantage of
data reduction by potentially being able to use node-local
non-volatile storage? This paper presents a set of techniques
to achieve the above goals based on algorithms and machine
learning techniques to learn temporal change patterns, along
with a data representation to capture changes along with
algorithms and engineering solutions for storing the data in
which a user can indicate the maximum point-wide tolerable
error.
We consider that checkpointing will continue to be a very
important component of resiliency, particularly if the data
can be significantly reduced with guaranteed point-wise error
bounds that a user can control. Furthermore, the error tolerance
can be specified by the user as a parameter. For example, in
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our approach, a user can indicate that maximum tolerable error
per point should be less than 0.1%, and our techniques will
meet that bound, while further reducing the mean error by
two orders of magnitude below the point-wise tolerable error.
Our approach also reduces data movement, thereby potentially
reducing the power usage which is expected to be dominated
by data movement.
To address this problem, we propose NUMARCK (pronounced “Nu-Mark”), the NU Machine learning Algorithm
for Resiliency and ChecKpointing. The fundamental idea of
NUMARCK is to learn emerging distributions by capturing
temporal changes, thereby performing in-situ checkpoint approximation and reducing the data significantly (an order of
magnitude) with guarantees of error-bounds for every point.
More specifically, (1) similar to forward predictive coding in
video compression, we first compute the relative change in data
values between two consecutive timestamps or iterations; (2)
then a machine learning-based data approximation algorithm
is designed to determine the distribution of change and encode
it with low cost in space and minimal data movement (mostly
in place). Each data point is represented by its corresponding
group’s approximation value. If the difference ratio between
the approximated value and true value is larger than a user
defined error threshold, the exact value is stored; and (3)
when some fault interrupts the systems or the simulations are
aborted, our framework can restart the simulation by using
the compressed data. We successfully apply our algorithm
to climate CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project)
simulation and the FLASH simulation. Our experimental
results show that our algorithm outperforms existing lossy
compression methods such as B-Splines.

Fig. 1: A slice of climate rlus simulation data: (A) original
data of iteration 1; (B) original data of iteration 2; (C) the
changing percentage of data values between two iterations; (D)
the distribution of relative data change between two iterations.

and it is very difficult to get compression beyond a small factor
with desired accuracy, not to speak of guaranteeing that the
compression error will be smaller than user’s specified error
rate.
In order to achieve the exascale goals, we must use scalable
thinking, which is orthogonal to current approaches. What if
we could learn temporal patterns and evolving distributions
of data that also involves time dimension with the goal of
data reduction? Furthermore, what if we could bound the error
to some user defined parameter? The checkpoint approximation framework for exascale scientific simulations consists of
several main continuous procedures, which are illustrated in
algorithm 1. In this paper, we propose a temporal data approximation approach for scientific simulation checkpointing. An
overview of our NUMARCK approach vs. traditional checkpointing mechanism is given in Fig. 2. The fundamental idea is
to learn emerging distributions by capturing temporal changes,
thereby performing in-situ checkpoint approximation, reducing
the data significantly (an order of magnitude) with guarantees
of per point error-bounds. Our approach consists of three
stages: (1) forward predictive coding by calculating the relative
change in data values between two consecutive timestamps or
iterations; (2) data approximation by determining distribution
of change and encoding it into another space that can be
concisely represented with low cost in space and minimal
data movement (mostly in place); and (3) simulation restart
by using the compressed data during the system restart/failure
stage.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Our
design of our methodology is described in Section II. Section III presents our experimental setup and evaluation results.
We discuss related work in Section IV. Finally, we summarize
our findings and discuss future work in Section V.
II.

M ETHOD

A. Overview
The intuition behind our NUMARCK method stems from
the following three observations. First, scientific simulation
data, like climate CMIP5 rlus (Surface Upwelling Longwave
Radiation) data, are considered as one type of high entropy
data [8], [18]. Such data often exhibits randomness without
any distinct repetitive patterns in one single timestamp or
iteration (see Fig. 1 (A) or (B)). Thus, traditional lossless
compression approaches [4], [17] cannot achieve appreciable
data reduction. Second, in many scientific applications, relative
changes in data values from one simulation iteration to the
next are often not very significant from the perspective of
the distribution of the change itself. For example, more than
75% of climate rlus data remains unchanged or only changes
with a percentage less than 0.5% (see Fig. 1 (C) and (D)).
Third, unlike observational data, many scientific applications
can tolerate some error-bounded loss in their simulation data
accuracy. Thus, lossy compression methods can offer some
attractive features for simulation data reduction. However, the
effectiveness of lossy compression heavily depends on the
domain knowledge to select the right compression algorithms,

Scientific simulations use predominantly double-precision
floating-point variables, so the remainder of the paper will
focus on data approximation/compression for these variables,
though our method can be applied to floating point numbers
of different precision as well.
B. Forward Predictive Coding
As a first step, we transform the data by computing the
relative change in data values from one iteration to the next.
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Our data transformation idea shares the same spirit with video
compression algorithms especially MPEG [16] which stores
the differences between successive frames using temporal
compression. To exploit temporal redundancy between frames,
MPEG codes the remaining frames using two prediction techniques: (a) forward predictive coding, which codes the actual
frame with reference to a past frame; and (b) bidirectional
prediction, which uses a past and a future frame to code the
current frame [16]. But because our checkpointing framework
is designed to enable the computing systems to recover the data
after some fault interrupts the systems or when the simulations
are aborted, only forward predictive coding is employed in our
work.



   
  




  







  



       


   
 

 
   
      
   
   
 

  

 
  






  
     
   

   
    



    

And instead of computing the difference between two
successive frames, we calculate the relative change (called
“change ratio”) as follows:

Fig. 2: Overview of traditional checkpoint vs. NUMARCK.
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(1)

where Di,j and Di−1,j is the value of the jth data point in
iteration i and iteration i−1, respectively, and i ≥ 1. Note that
Di−1,j cannot be zero. If Di−1,j is zero, Di,j will be stored
as it is. And D0 is the first checkpoint, which will be stored
as the exact values.

Algorithm 1: NUMARCK: Checkpoint Approximation
Framework for Large Scale Scientific Simulations
Input:

1

Di,j − Di−1,j
,
Di−1,j

D: scientific simulation data
E : user tolerance error threshold
B: the approximation precision
: (i.e., the number of bytes to store each data point)
I : the number of checkpoint iterations
J : the number of data points in each iterations
S : the beginning iteration of restart
Output:
D : approximation data
 : restart data
/* The first checkpoint is compressed
by using lossless compression or
storing as it is;
*/
C0 ← Lossless(D0);
for ∀i ≤ I do
/* Forward predictive coding;
*/
i−1
Di ← DiD−D
;
i−1
for ∀j ≤ J do
if abs(Di,j ) < E then
Di,j ← Di−1 ;
end
else

Di,j
← approximation(Di,j , B, E);
end
end
end
for ∀S ≤ s ≤ I do
/* Restart using the approximation
data;
*/
s ← restart(DS , S);
end

One question one might ask is what is so special about
“change” in data values between two snapshots as opposed
to the values in individual snapshots? Let us take an example
of a checkpoint with 100 million data points where there are
potentially 100 million changes. Two data points where one
changes from 10 to 11 and the other from 100 to 110 have
the identical relative changes which can be represented as 10
percent change. Similarly, data points with the same change
percentage can be indexed by one number. Our idea of considering the data changes along temporal domain transforms the
data where repeated patterns are rare in individual snapshots
into a space where common patterns in change percentages
are easier to find. To ensure the quality of reduced data, one
challenge of this approach is to select a set of change values
that can represent a large number of neighbors within a small
radius, a tolerable error rate specified by the user. We will
address this challenge in next subsection.
C. Data Approximation by Learning Distribution
Once the change ratios of all data points have been calculated, using machine learning techniques, we first calculate
the distributions of changes and then transform them into an
indexed space to achieve the goals of maximal data reduction.
In contrast to traditional lossy compression algorithms, our
data compression algorithm is designed to process data under
the condition that the compressed data is guaranteed with a
user-specified error bound or a user tolerance error rate E.
The value of E is usually determined based on the application
domain knowledge. In addition to E, we provide another user
parameter for controlling the precision of the approximation,
B the number of bits used to store the index of a transformed
data point. Since B bits can represent up to a maximum of
2B different values and if the number of different change
ratios in ΔDi , |ΔDi |, is larger than 2B , then some of ΔDi
must be grouped together and approximated by a representative
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Fig. 3: The histogram of the 255 bins for the dens FLASH data between iteration 32 and 33 using three different approximation
strategies.

3) Clustering-based Approximation: Although both equalwidth and log-scale binning methods can depict the probability
distribution of the data values, they do not perform well for
highly irregularly distributed data. For instance, when there
are multiple dense areas in the histogram and the dense areas
are spread unevenly, neither methods can capture distribution
with such characteristics. Data clustering, also known as vector
quantization, is a technique to partition data into groups of
similar data objects while maximizing the difference between
groups. Clustering has also been used in compression for
multimedia data, such as image, sound, and video data, [14],
[6], [26], as they exhibit the following common characteristics:
(1) the data objects are highly similar to one another, (2)
some loss of information is acceptable, and (3) a substantial
reduction in the data size is desired [22]. If viewed along the
temporal dimension, most of the scientific simulation data have
the similar behaviors as the multimedia data. Therefore, we
employ a cluster analysis technique to obtain locally dense
areas that can help derive a better binning result.

ratio in the same group. We compute such approximation
to fit all representative change ratios into a index table of
size 2B . For each ΔDi,j , if abs(ΔDi,j ) < E, we use 0
as its approximation value because it already meets the user
tolerance error threshold. For abs(ΔDi,j ) >= E, in order
to meet the user tolerance error-bound E, we design several
strategies to learn the distribution of ΔDi and partition the
data in ΔDi based on their similarity.
1) Equal-width Binning: Histogram is a popular method to
learn the data distribution (as shown in Fig. 1 (D)). Histogram
estimates the probability distribution by partitioning the data
into discrete intervals or bins. The number of data points falling
in a bin indicates the the frequency of the observations in that
interval. Given k bins, we can only assign data points to a
maximum of k = 2B − 1 bins, as 0 being used to store all
ΔDi,j with abs(ΔDi,j ) < E.
The equal-width binning method partitions the change
ratios in ΔDi into 2B − 1 bins of equal width. Each ratio
ΔDi,j is then represented by the bin ID and approximated
by the bin center. If the difference between the original value
and the approximated one is larger than user-specified error
rate E, we store it as is (i.e., uncompressed). One obvious
disadvantage of this equal-width binning strategy is that it is
highly dependent on the range of all ratios in ΔDi , as the bin
width is calculated by dividing the range by the number of
bins. If the bin width W is smaller than 2 ∗ E, then ΔDi can
be perfectly compressed by B bits, meaning all compressed
ratios are within the user-specified error threshold. However,
the maximum range of the change ratios that can be covered
by the equal-width binning strategy is 2 ∗ E ∗ (2B − 1). If
W > 2 ∗ E, and majority of the data points are distributed at
the edges of the bins, equal-width binning will produce a poor
compression result.

Our approach first applies the parallel K-means clustering
algorithm1 [1], [13] on the temporal change ratios ΔDi to get
2B − 1 clusters. One intrinsic limitation in K-means clustering
is that the choice of initial clustering centroids has been proved
to influence significantly the performance of the algorithm and
quality of the results. To overcome this limitation, we initialize
the cluster centroids for K-means with prior-knowledge from
the equal-width histogram to achieve more reliable segmentation results. Then a table is created that consists of the
prototypes of 2B − 1 clusters. A cluster prototype contains
information of the number of change ratios fall into this bin,
the centroid of the bin, and other metadata. Each prototype is
indexed in the table with an integer of length B bits. Each data
ΔDi,j is represented by the index of the cluster it belongs. The
cluster centroid becomes the approximation value for all the
data contained in the corresponding cluster.

2) Log-scale Binning: To address the limitation of equalwidth binning when data covers a large range of values, we
propose a log-scale binning method, which assigns data points
into bins based on their e-based logarithm values. Similar
to the equal-width binning, log-scale binning also partitions
the change ratios into 2B − 1 bins, but the bin widths are
in log scale. This strategy allows to cover larger range of
change ratios, and more finer (narrower) bins can be assigned
to smaller changes and coarser (wider) bins for larger changes.
An example is shown in Fig. 3b.

D. Restart With Compressed Data
During restart, NUMARCK first reads the latest uncompressed, complete full checkpoint (denoted as D0 ) as the data
in all intermediate checkpoint files are in approximated change
1 The software package for parallel K-means clustering developed by our
group can be found in http://users.eecs.northwestern.edu/∼ wkliao/Kmeans/
index.html.
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MPI processes. A block is a three-dimensional array with an
additional 4 elements as guard cells in each dimension on both
sides to hold information from its neighbors. There are 24
data variables per array element, and about 80 blocks on each
MPI process. A variation in block numbers per MPI process
is used to generate a slightly unbalanced I/O load. Because of
the fixed number of blocks for each process, an increase in
the number of processes linearly increases the total number of
blocks. We set the block size to be 16×16, which corresponds
to about 64 MB of data per process. There are 24 variables,
each of which is written using collective write calls. During
checkpointing, FLASH writes one checkpoint file and two plot
files for visualization, which contain centered and corner data.
Since we focus on checkpoint/restart, in our experiments, we
evaluated the checkpoint files only. Among all 24 variables,
only 10 variables are written to checkpoint files: dens, eint,
ener, gamc, game, pres, temp, velx, vely, velz.

ratios between two consecutive checkpoints. NUMARCK then
reads the intermediate checkpoint files and applies each of
them to the full checkpoint data in order to build the restart
file.
Our restart mechanism rebuilds each data point using the
following method:

if ζi,j = 0
Di,j ,
i,j =


∗ (1 + Di,j
), otherwise,
Di−1,j

where Di,j is the value for j-th data points in iteration i, Di,j

and Di−1,j are the jth data points in an approximated form
at iteration i and i − 1, respectively, i,j is a re-constructed
restart data, and ζi,j is the index of data Di,j to indicate if
Di,j is compressible or not. If ζi,j is equal to zero, it means
that Di,j is incompressible thus stored as an exact value (i.e.,
Di,j ). Otherwise, ζi,j is equal to 1, which means Di,j is
compressible.

CMIP (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project) is supported by WCRP (World Climate Research Program). The
CMIP5 (CMIP Phase 5) experiment design [23] has been
finalized with the following suites of experiments: (1) Decadal
Hindcasts and Predictions simulations, (2) “long-term” simulations, (3) “atmosphere-only” simulations for especially
computationally-demanding models. Out of the dozens variables available in CMIP5, we randomly chose five including
mrsos (Moisture in Upper Portion of Soil Column), mrro
(Total Runoff), mc (Convective Mass Flux), rlds (Surface
Downwelling Longwave Radiation), rlus (Surface Upwelling
Longwave Radiation), and abs550aer (Ambient Aerosol Absorption Optical Thickness at 550 nm). The resolution for these
data is 2.5◦ by 2◦ . mc is a monthly simulation data, while other
four are daily data.

Note that, i,j can be either an exact value (i.e., the same as
in the full checkpoint data) or approximated value. We repeat
this step for all the intermediate checkpoint files.
Since our restart phase is built from the approximated
change ratios, the reconstructed restart data points inherently
include some error. Depending on how far a restart point
from the last full checkpoint, different amount of error can
be accumulated depending on error rate exhibited at each
checkpoint step.
III.

R ESULTS

In this section, we first describe the datasets and evaluation
metrics used in our experiments, then evaluate NUMARCK
algorithm on two production scientific simulations, FLASH
and CMIP5. We focus on answering the following four questions:
1)
2)
3)
4)

B. Evaluation Metrics
We utilize several metrics to evaluate the performances:
mean error rate, incompressible ratio, and compression ratio.

What is the performance of our algorithm using the
three different approximation techniques? See Section
III-C.
What is the effect of our approximation parameters
like user tolerant error-bound and approximation precision? See Section III-D and Section III-E.
What is the performance of our algorithm compared
to other benchmark lossy compression algorithms?
See Section III-F.
Will the checkpointing restart mechanism be affected
by our approximation results or not? See Section
III-G.

Mean error rate is used to measure the accuracy of our data
approximation algorithm. It is the average difference between
the approximated change ratio and the real change ratio across
all data points for each iteration.
We also used the maximum error rate, which is the maximum difference between the approximated change ratio and
the real change ratio across all data points for each iteration.
Incompressible ratio γ is the fraction of the data needed to
be stored as exact values in one iteration.
The compression ratio R for data D of size |D| reduced to

size |D | is defined as:

A. Datasets



R=

To evaluate our checkpoint compression and restart performance, we use a collection of simulation checkpoint data
generated by the FLASH and climate CMIP5 simulation.

|D| − |D |
× 100%.
|D|

(2)

With incompressible ratio γ, the bit number B used to
store the approximation index, our NUMARCK algorithm’s
compression ratio R can be defined as:

The FLASH [11] is a block-structured adaptive mesh hydrodynamic code that solves the compressible Euler equations
on a block structured adaptive mesh and incorporates the
necessary physics to describe the environment, including the
equation of state, reaction network, and diffusion. The problem
domain is divided into blocks distributed among a number of

R=
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|D| − ((1 − γ) ∗

B
64

+ γ ∗ |D| + (2B − 1) ∗ 64)
|D|

(3)

(a) Incompressible ratio (%) for the equalwidth binning.

(b) Incompressible ratio (%) for the log-scale
binning.

(c) Incompressible ratio (%)
clustering-based approximation.

(d) Mean error rate (%) for the equal-width
binning.

(e) Mean error rate (%) for the log-scale
binning.

(f) Mean error rate (%) for the clusteringbased approximation.

for

the

Fig. 4: NUMARCK’s performance on CMIP5 simulation data. The point-wise user specified error rate E = 0.1%.

(a) Incompressible ratio (%) for the equalwidth binning.

(b) Incompressible ratio (%) for the log-scale
binning.

(c) Incompressible ratio (%)
clustering-based approximation.

for

(d) Mean error rate (%) for the equal-width
binning.

(e) Mean error rate (%) for the log-scale
binning.

(f) Mean error rate (%) for the clusteringbased approximation.

Fig. 5: NUMARCK’s performance on FLASH simulation data. The point-wise user specified error rate E = 0.1%.
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the

B
where (1 − γ) ∗ 64
is the storage requirement for the index of
the compressed data, γ ∗ |D| is for the incompressible data,
and (2B − 1) ∗ 64 is for the approximation values/representive
values of the 2B − 1 bins or clusters.

We can further use a lossless compression technique like
FPC [4] on our compressed data to achieve higher compression
ratio. But since how to design a lossless algorithm to compress
the data approximation result is out of the scope of this work,
we will not include lossless compression result in this paper.
C. Approximation Performance of Different Strategies
We tested the three data approximation strategies, including
equal-width binning, log-scale, and clustering-based method,
on FLASH and CMIP5 simulation data with ten different variables. We set the user tolerance error threshold to be 0.1% and
the approximation precision to be 8 bits. Fig. 4 and 5 show that
the clustering-based strategy achieves the best performance on
all ten datasets in terms of incompressible ratio, and log-scale
method outperforms the equal-width binning. We also observe
that CMIP5 data are more challenging than the FLASH data for
data approximation task. For example, clustering-based method
achieves less than 7% incompressible ratio on all FLASH
data, while it only gets maximum 25% incompressible ratio in
CMIP5 data. In terms of mean error rate, three approximation
strategies achieve comparable results with less than 0.025% on
all datasets.

(a) Incompressible ratio (%).

D. Effect of Different Data Approximation Precision
So far, we used 8 bits to store the approximation results. In
this experiment, we want to demonstrate how NUMARCK’s
performance gets affected by the approximation precision.
Here, the simple equal-width binning strategy is used, and
CMIP rlds data is chosen. The user tolerance error threshold
is set to be 0.1%. As shown in Fig. 6, if the approximation
precision is increased to 9 bits instead of 8 bits, the average
incompressible ratio decreases dramatically from 60% to 20%,
and the average compression ratio increases by more than
30%, while the mean error rate only increases by less 0.02%.
Even better, if the approximation precision is increased to 10
bits, all data points now become compressible and the average
compression ratio increases to nearly 85%, while all mean
error rate are below than 0.05% which is only an half of the
user tolerance error threshold. Log-scale binning strategy and
clustering-based strategy achieved similar trends on the rlds
data and other simulation data.

(b) Mean error rate (%).

(c) Compression ratio (%).

E. Effect of Different Error Rates

Fig. 6: NUMARCK’s performance with different data approximation precisions on rlds data for 100 iterations when the
equal-width binning is used.

So far, we fixed the user tolerance error threshold to be
0.1%. In this experiment, we want to demonstrate how our
NUMARCK algorithm’s performance gets affected by the
user tolerance error threshold. Here, the clustering-based approximation strategy is used, and one of the most challenging
simulation data–CMIP abs550aer data is chosen. The user
tolerance error threshold is set to be 0.1%. As shown in Fig.
7, with the user tolerance error is increasing from 0.1% to
0.5%, the average incompressible ratio keeps decreasing from
more than 40% to less than 10%, and the average compression
ratio keeps increasing from less than 50% to more than 80%.
Although the mean error rate increases from 0.02% to 0.12%,

all mean error rate is way smaller than the user tolerance error.
For example, for the fixed the user tolerance error 0.4%, the
average mean error rate is still less than 0.1%.
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F. Comparison with Lossy Compression Algorithms
In this section, we compare the performance of NUMARCK with B-Splines [7] and ISABELA [15] algorithms
on 10 scientific datasets from CMIP5 and FLASH simulations.
The compression accuracy is measured by using Pearson’s
correction coefficient (ρ) and root mean square error (ξ)
between the original data vector D = (d1 , d2 , ..., dn ) and




decompressed data vector D = (d1 , d2 , ..., dn ) defined as
follows:
ξ=

 n

i=1 (di



− di )2 )

n

(4)

TABLE I: Compression ratio comparison on ten simulation
data.
(a) Incompressible ratio (%).
rlus
mrsos
mrro
rlds
mc
dens
pres
temp
ener
eint

B-Splines
20±0.000
20±0.000
20±0.000
20±0.000
20±0.000
20±0.000
20±0.000
20±0.000
20±0.000
20±0.000

ISABELA
80.078±0.000
80.078±0.000
80.078±0.000
80.078±0.000
80.078±0.000
75.781±0.000
75.781±0.000
75.781±0.000
75.781±0.000
75.781±0.000

NUMARCK
81.776±0.014
81.947±0.012
77.587±0.000
80.756±0.097
82.002±0.000
87.476±0.000
86.725±0.009
86.876±0.004
86.849±0.004
86.856±0.002

We compare the averages of compression ratio R, Pearson’s
correction coefficient (ρ) and root mean square error (ξ) across
50 iterations. The compression ratio of ISABELA algorithm
is decided by the window size W0 and the number of B-splines
constants PI [15], while the compression ratio of regular Bsplines algorithm is solely dependent on the number of constants PS , which requires PS ∗ 64 bits to store the compressed
data. And the compression ratio of our NUMARCK algorithm
is defined by Eq.3.

(b) Mean error rate (%).

For fair comparison, we assign the same number of
bits for storing the approximation index in ISABELA and
NUMARCK, that is the window size W0 and B. More
specifically, we use W0 = 29 = 512 and B = 9 for
compressing the CMIP5 simulation data including rlus, mrsos,
mrro, rlds and mc, while we use W0 = 28 = 256 and
B = 8 for compressing the FLASH simulation data because
previous experimental results showed that FLASH data is
easier to compress than CMIP5 data. The PI is fixed to be
30 as suggested in paper [15]. The user tolerant error-bound
E = 0.5% and clustering-based approximation strategy are
used in NUMARCK for all datasets. For B-Splines algorithm,
because it requires PS ∼ n, where n is the dimension of
the data vector of one iteration, to provide accurate lossy
compression, we assign PS = 0.8 ∗ n for all datasets.

(c) Compression ratio (%).

The comparison results can be seen in Table I and II.
Our NUMARCK algorithm got higher compression ratio than
ISABELA and B-Splines in 9 out of 10 datasets. Table II
shows that out of 10 datasets, 9 datasets exhibit ρ = 0.999 with
our algorithm. The ξ values for B-Splines are consistently an
order of magnitude higher than ISABELA and NUMARCK.
NUMARCK outperforms ISABELA on all datasets with

Fig. 7: NUMARCK’s performance with different user tolerance error threshold on abs550aer data for 60 iterations when
the clustering-based approximation is used.
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TABLE II: Compression accuracy comparison on ten simulation data.

rlus
mrsos
mrro
rlds
mc
dens
pres
temp
ener
eint

B-Splines
0.999± 0.000
0.987±0.000
0.968±0.001
0.999±0.001
0.999±0.000
0.989±0.000
0.994±0.000
0.993±0.000
0.993±0.000
0.993±0.000

ρ
ISABELA
0.999±0.000
0.989±0.000
0.967±0.001
0.999±0.000
0.999±0.000
0.998±0.000
0.998±0.000
0.997±0.000
0.998±0.000
0.998±0.000

NUMARCK
0.999±0.000
0.987± 0.000
0.999± 0.000
0.999±0.000
0.999±0.000
0.999±0.000
0.999±0.000
0.999±0.000
0.999±0.000
0.999±0.000

B-Splines
2.677±0.010
1.874±0.001
0.000±0.000
3.213±0.025
207.561±1.876
0.048± 0.000
0.950± 0.022
0.000±0.000
15.178 ±0.113
15.030±0.053

ξ
ISABELA
0.703±0.002
0.397±0.001
0.000±0.000
0.638±0.003
215.727±1.791
0.014±0.000
0.287±0.004
0.000±0.000
4.833±0.097
4.891±0.085

NUMARCK
0.524±0.034
0.365±0.000
0.000±0.000
0.567±0.007
188.488±159.827
0.000±0.000
0.008±0.000
0.000±0.000
0.176 ±0.004
0.171±0.004

points are stored as exact values (i.e., incompressible) in the
equal-width binning, thereby introducing less error rates during
restart phases. Lastly, we observe that the clustering-based
binning strategy gives the lowest maximum error rates. Also,
only the clustering-based strategy does not exceed our specified
error bound (0.1%). Combined with the highest compression
ratio we achieved, we conclude that bins identified by our
clustering-based method best represent the distribution of ratio
changes in terms of data reduction and error rates.

smaller average root mean square errors. Note that the larger
variance (i.e., 159.827) of ξ, NUMARCK got, on mrsos is
due to the big range of ξ values ([155.196, 214.864]) over the
50 iterations. But even the maximum ξ value of NUMARCK
on mrsos is still smaller than the mean ξ value (i.e., 215.727)
of ISABELA.
G. Checkpoint/Restart
This experiment shows how the application restart mechanism works using our checkpoint files. Fig. 8 shows the
mean and maximum error rate when the FLASH was rerun
using reconstructed restart file when the equal-width, logscale and clustering-based binning strategy, respectively. In
order to show the impact of accumulated error rates through
intermediate checkpoint files (in approximated value), we
varied the reconstruction points up to 4 from the full complete
checkpoint files. In order to see the impact of restarting
simulation at different checkpoint steps, we ran all restart runs
up to 8 consecutive checkpoints. We measured the mean and
maximum error, both are accumulated, throughout all restart
experiments.

IV.

R ELATED W ORK

Given the looming challenge of I/O scalability in breaking
the barrier to exascale, it is not surprising that several other
approaches have already been proposed to overcome the challenges of I/O at exascale. However, in the context of checkpointing, much of this work has focused on the application of
lossless compression techniques, as many researchers assume
that restart data must replicate the previous state exactly.
As such, we primarily contrast our work against lossless
techniques for reducing checkpointing overhead. In reality,
however, simulation parameters are often calibrated using data
that are themselves subject to measurement error or other
inaccuracies. Critically, very small deviations (< 1%) in restart
fidelity are unlikely to obscure the actionable insights from
scientific simulations, allowing for much higher performance
gains than much of the existing work in this area.

We make several observations. First of all, we observe that
FLASH can run successfully using the restart files that are
reconstructed from approximated values. This is a promising
result because simulation codes can run with restart files that
have a certain error bounds. We also observe that two variables
(pres and temp) showed very similar behaviors because the
computation applied to both is actually the same. Therefore,
the error rate are affected the same way for both. In general,
although there are some variations throughout checkpoints, the
mean error rate are very small; most are far below the threshold
we used (0.1%). As shown in the previous section, dens is
easy to compress regardless of whichever binning strategy is
used, so it showed minimal variations in error rates during
restarted checkpoints. Another important thing we observed
is that the farther restart points from the full checkpoint, the
higher maximum error rate. This is expected because higher
restart point means more accumulated error. The last important
observation from these results is that in certain checkpoints, the
restart files made out of the log binning showed higher error
rates than the equal-width binning. This is because there is a
tradeoff between the compression ratio and the error tolerated
between two binning strategies. Remember that we showed
that the equal-width binning strategy achieved lower compression ratio than the logging binning. This means that more data

Welton et al. [25] describe IOFSL, an I/O middleware
that invisibly integrates compression algorithms with standard
POSIX and MPI I/O. They evaluate their framework on using
widely-available compression algorithms on synthetic and real
datasets. The framework could potentially serve as a baseline
I/O utility for HPC systems; however, the algorithms they selected performed rather poorly on scientific data. Incorporating
other algorithms, though, such as the one described in this
paper, could enable seamless integration with existing scientific
simulation codes.
Islam et al. [12] present MCR E NGINE, a software framework that interleaves compatible data between checkpoint files
before applying a compression algorithm selected by data type
(double vs. float vs. other) and compressing the output of
this algorithm with a general purpose compression algorithm.
The authors tested MCR E NGINE on five different codes that
exhibited this type of compaitibility between checkpoint files
and compressed the checkpoint data by a factor of 1.2–5. While
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(a) mean error (%): equal-width

(b) mean error (%): log-scale

(c) mean error (%): clustering-based

(d) max error (%): equal-width

(e) max error (%): log-scale

(f) max error (%): clustering-based

Fig. 8: Mean and maximum error rate when FLASH is restarted with reconstructed checkpoint files using different binning
strategies. The reconstructed restart files at different checkpoint (2, 3, and 4), and the FLASH simulation continued 8 more
checkpoints (iterations) from restarting. Note that the error rates in (a), (c), and (d) are very close to zero except one case.

this checkpoint-level similarity may not be applicable to every
simulation code, the technique of recombining this data before
compression has clear strengths.

related to ISOBAR in that both are lossless compression algorithms that seek to identify low-entropy segments of floatingpoint data and compress these independently. Bautista-Gomez
and Capello, however, “pre-condition” the data by applying
a bitwise (xor) mask to the data in order to reduce its
entropy before compression. They present results for a number
of scientific datasets, achieving a maximum of around 40%
compression.

Bicer et al. [3] propose a novel compression algorithm
for climate data, CC, that takes advantage of the spatial and
temporal locality inherent in climate data to accelerate storage
and retrieval for climate applications. Their methodology uses
an exclusive or (xor) of adjacent or consecutive data to
reduce the entropy in the data, which is analogous to taking
a difference or ratio in the sense that similar data values will
“cancel out” to form easily compressed datasets. Their method
can also be extended to lossy compression, though they do not
present any results showing compression greater than 65%.

While not targeted to work on checkpoint data, other work
on lossy compression could potentially be applied in this
space to a similar effect. For example, Lakshminarasimhan et
al. [15] described ISABELA, a compression technique based
on applying B-splines to sorted data. By preconditioning the
data, ISABELA was able to achieve high compression on data
that was previously regarded as “incompressible,” while losing
minimal data fidelity (≥ 0.99 correlation with original data).
Lakshminarasimhan et al. did not consider applying ISABELA
to checkpoint data because they assume checkpoint data do not
permit approximation.

Schendel et al. propose ISOBAR [20], [19], [21], an I/O
framework that incorporates data compression to accelerate
I/O at scale. While their technique also divides the data
into compressible and incompressible segments, ISOBAR uses
lossless compression to reduce data size, resulting in lower
performance than lossy techniques.

As an alternative technique, Chen [5] describes AlgorithmBased Fault Tolerance (ABFT), a technique that eschews

Bautista-Gomez and Capello [2] propose an algorithm
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